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Abstract

Spelling correction is a particularly important problem in clinical natural language processing because of the abundant occurrence of misspellings in medical records. However, the scarcity of labeled datasets in a clinical context makes it hard to build a machine learning system for such clinical spelling correction. In this work, we present a probabilistic model of correcting misspellings based on a simple conditional independence assumption, which leads to a modular decomposition into a language model and a corruption model. With a deep character-level language model trained on a large clinical corpus, and a simple edit-based corruption model, we can build a spelling correction model with small or no real data. Experimental results show that our model significantly outperforms baselines on two healthcare spelling correction datasets.

Data and Code Availability

This paper uses the MIMIC-III dataset (Johnson et al., 2016), which is available on the PhysioNet repository (Moody et al., 2000), and misspelling annotation of the MIMIC-III dataset by (Fivez et al., 2017). This paper also uses a dataset released by CSpell (Lu et al., 2019) which contains spelling errors in consumer health questions. For the reviewing purpose, we append the anonymized version of the code as supplementary material. The source code repository and the model parameter are available at https://github.com/dalgu90/cim-misspelling.

1. Introduction

Spelling correction is an old problem in natural language processing and is especially essential in healthcare environments that are rife with error-prone text. Estimates of spelling error rates in clinical notes range from 0.4% (Lai et al., 2015) to 7% (Tolentino et al., 2007). Correcting misspelled words in clinical texts is crucial since misspellings can have a notorious effect on downstream NLP tasks such as automatic diagnostic coding (assigning diagnosis codes given the clinical note).

Such spelling correction in a clinical context has several challenges. First, the candidate generation step, a critical component of most spelling correction methods, requires time complexity proportional to the vocabulary size. Second, the context representations, such as n-gram and word embeddings, of context-sensitive methods cannot properly handle rare words or words not in the embedding dictionary. In healthcare settings, both issues above are more severe than in general English text because of more extensive and specialized clinical vocabulary.

In this work, we propose a probabilistic model of correcting misspellings, named Conditional Independence Model (CIM), where we compute the posterior probability of the correct word given the misspelled word and the context. We assume that the misspelling is independent of the context given the correct word, and under this assumption, the posterior probability can be decomposed into a language model component and a corruption model component. Using a character-level language model and a simple edit-based corruption model, we can naturally decode the correct word using beam search.

This simple approach addresses both of the caveats raised earlier. CIM generates output candidates in a computationally inexpensive auto-regressive manner. And the deep language model provides the probability of any candidate given the context, which solves
the issue of rare or out-of-embedding words. Moreover, our approach is modular, and allows for incorporating any advances in both language models, as well as edit-based corruption models. We validate the effectiveness of CIM with the two healthcare misspelling datasets and show CIM can be trained and tuned with fully unsupervised settings. To our knowledge, this work is the first approach to the spelling correction problem with the noisy channel model combined with a deep character-level language model.

2. Related Works

Spelling Error Correction Spelling correction, a sub-problem within spell checking, is the problem of correcting a given misspelled word. One of the earliest attempts of spelling correction is based on edit distance (Damerau, 1964). A Bayesian approach to spelling correction is the noisy channel model (Kemighan et al., 1990; Brill and Moore, 2000), which computes the correction posterior given a word prior and a corruption model. As we detail later, our approach extends this to the more modern setting which includes word contexts.

In a more modern context, there have been several approaches to detect and correct misspellings with deep neural networks. Li et al. (2018) uses a nested RNN to encode input from character-level embeddings. Li et al. (2020) uses Transformer encoder at word- and character-level. Jayanthi et al. (2020) performed a comprehensive comparison among deep models on synthetic and real misspelling correction dataset.

Compared to these approaches, we have several advantages in correcting misspellings. First, our model adopts a character-level language model and easily generalizes to rare or even unseen words, which is highly advantageous in a clinical setting where the size of the vocabulary is large. Previous models output corrections by $|V|$-way multi-class classification, where $V$ is the vocabulary. Also, our approach requires a small labeled misspelling dataset only for tuning hyper-parameters of the corruption model. Previous approaches require a large number of labeled misspelling examples to train the classifier and resort to synthetically generated training data, which has risk of distribution mismatch from real misspellings.

In healthcare settings, there have been several works on developing misspelling detection and correction methods (Ruch et al., 2003; Tolentino et al., 2007; Lai et al., 2015). Fivesz et al. (2017) develops a spelling correction algorithm using orthographic and phonetic edit distances and word embedding similarity. Lu et al. (2019) develops a pipeline that detects and corrects various types of spelling errors using simple rules and word embeddings. The two papers above also released real datasets of spelling errors to evaluate their performance.

Contextualized Language Models Transfer learning from pre-trained deep language models have revolutionized NLP in recent years, especially from the introduction of the Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017). BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) uses the Transformer encoder and solves auxiliary language tasks to pre-train word embeddings. GPT (Radford et al., 2018) adopts the Transformer decoder to generate languages in an autoregressive manner. Similar to BART (Lewis et al., 2020), our model uses both Transformer encoder and decoder to take the context as input and output the correction word.

3. Methods

In this section, we introduce mathematical notations, the spelling correction problem, and our proposed method, CIM.

3.1. Problem Setup

Let $W = \{w_1, \cdots, w_{|W|}\}$ be a set of characters. This includes characters and punctuation marks used in the language of interest. The misspelled word $y = [y_1, \cdots, y_{NV}] \in W^{NV}$, and its correction $x = [x_1, \cdots, x_{NX}] \in W^{NX}$ are both sequences of characters. This character level representation of words is more suitable than subwords in our problem since the
typos and the correct words substantially differ when
tokenized into subwords.

Next, we define the context. We denote the
terms, the set of subwords used by a tokenizer, as
$V = \{v_1, \ldots, v_L \}$. The context $c = [c_{\text{left}}, c_{\text{right}}] \in
V^L$, where $c_{\text{left}} = [c_{-L_{\text{left}}}, \ldots, c_{-1}]$ and $c_{\text{right}} = [c_1, \ldots, c_{L_{\text{right}}}]$ are part of the
text occurring before and after the typo word. The overall length of the
context $L = L_{\text{left}} + L_{\text{right}}$ is typically constrained by
language models such as BERT.

Spelling correction, the task of finding the cor-
rection given the misspelled word and the context,
can be written as the following probabilistic inference
task:
\[
x = \arg \max_{x \in \mathcal{X}} p(x|y, c),
\]
where $N$ is the maximum length of the correction. An
illustrated example of misspelling correction problem
with the notation is shown in Example 1.

### 3.2. Conditional Independence Model (CIM)

This subsection describes our method of spelling cor-
rection. Here, we make an assumption on the generative
process of the misspelling that it only depends
on the correct word, not the context. Hence, the
typo word is independent to the context given the
correct word: $y \perp \perp c| x$. This is a reasonable assumption
given that the most cause of misspellings (homophones, typographical errors, mispronunciations) are
independent to surrounding words. Please see Fig-
ure 1 for the model.

With this assumption, we can express the MAP
estimator of the correction as follows:
\[
x = \arg \max_{x} p(x|y, c) = \arg \max_{x} p(x, y, c) = \arg \max_{x} p(c)p(x|c)p(y|x) = \arg \max_{x} \{\log p(x|c) + \log p(y|x)\}
\]

Note that the proposed model is similar to the noisy
channel model, but we include the word context
which in turn entails our specific conditional inde-
pendence assumption.

The first term is the language model which is the
probability distribution of the correct word given the
context. We model this as a transformer encoder-
decoder architecture (Lewis et al., 2020), where the
encoder is bidirectional same as BERT, and the de-
coder outputs sequence of characters in an auto-
regressive, or left-to-right, manner.

The second term is the corruption model, the prob-
ability model of the typo word given the correct word.
This may take into account delicate mechanism such as
proximity in keyboard layout or be learned if a
large dataset of misspelling is available. We adopt a
simple approach that the probability is proportional
to the exponential of the character edit distance be-
tween the correct word and typo word:
\[
\log p(y|x) = -C d_{\text{ED}}(x, y),
\]
where $d_{\text{ED}}(\cdot, \cdot)$ is the Damerau-Levenshtein edit dis-
tance, and $C$ is a hyper-parameter that balances be-
tween the language model and the corruption model.

We chose a simple corruption model for two rea-
sons: to demonstrate the efficacy of the overall ap-
proach even with a simple baseline, but also that it
allows us to setup a correction system with little or no
data, since more complex corruption models require a
training dataset of “typical misspellings” which might
not always be available.

Thus since the corruption model above does not
require any training, our method only requires train-
ing the character-level language model of the correct
word, which can be performed with a large clinical
corpus and does not require a dataset of misspellings.
We further note that our approach is modular, and
allows for incorporating any future advances in either
language models, or corruption models (for instance
if large-scale misspellings datasets become available).

### 3.3. Beam Search with the Two Model

Components

After training the language model, we combine the
two models at decoding phase to perform misspelling
correction. At the time step $t$ of beam search, the
model outputs candidates by expanding candidates
from the previous time step and sorting them by in-
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- **Input text:** “... opacity in the lower lobes of the lungs. There is a small amount of perihepatic ...”
- **Misspelled word:** “lugns”

**Figure 2:** Beam search of CIM on the Example 1 at time step $t = 3$. The beam candidates are ranked by the sum of the language model score (LM) and the corruption model score (ED). The hyper-parameters of the corruption model are $C = 5.0$ and $n = 1$. The beam width is chosen to $B = 1$ for clear visualization.

Intermediate scores:

$$B_t = \arg \max_{x_t \in (B_{t-1} \times W)} \left\{ \log p(x_t | c) + \log p(y | x_t) \right\},$$

where $B_t$ is the set of candidates up to length $t$, $B$ is the beam width, and $\arg \max x_t$ is top-$k$ argmax.

The first term, the language model score can be obtained naturally. The second term, the corruption model score is computed by the edit distance of the partial output and the first $t + n$ characters of the typo word:

$$\log p(y | x_t) = -Cd_{ED}(x_t, y_{t+n}).$$

This prevents the edit distance score from advantaging the characters of the typo word far behind the $t$-th position. The hyper-parameter $n$ implicitly assumes how many characters can be inserted, at most, to corrupt a word. Also, we restrict the possible set of the correct words to be the predefined dictionary. Combining the two scores and the dictionary constraint, the beam search step of our method becomes as follows:

$$B_t = \arg \max_{x_t \in (B_{t-1} \times W) \cap D_t} \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{t} \log p(x_i | x_{<i}, c) - Cd_{ED}(x_t, y_{t+n}) \right\},$$

where $D_t$ is the set of length-$t$ substrings of the dictionary words. After generating the candidate words, we choose the best candidate by the scores of the candidates normalized by their lengths, following the practice of beam search. Please see Figure 2 for the visualization of the beam search of CIM.

### 4. Experiments

#### 4.1. Datasets

There are few publicly available clinical misspelling datasets annotated by human experts. Here we describe two datasets to tune and evaluate our method for misspelling correction. Please refer to Appendix A for detailed description of the data processing.

- **MIMIC-III Misspelling Dataset** Fivelz et al. (2017) released a manually annotated dataset of clinical misspellings from the clinical notes in the MIMIC-III database. This single-set dataset contains 873 instances of 357 non-word misspellings. After a careful review of the examples by a medical doctor, we found that the labels of 30 examples are incorrect. We updated the labels of these examples when we evaluate our method and the misspelling correction method proposed in Fivelz et al. (2017).

- **CSpell Spelling Error Dataset** Lu et al. (2019) released a dataset of various types of spelling errors. The dataset is collected from consumer health questions to their QA system and covers a wide range of errors other than misspellings, such as to-merge and to-split errors. Since we focus on evaluating misspelling correction, we extract single-word misspellings that contain only alphabets. Note that this dataset is harder than the MIMIC-III dataset since it contains both real-word and non-word misspellings, and the questions are written in an informal language.

Their spelling checking software, CSpell, both detects and corrects spelling errors. To make a fair comparison with CSpell, we further excluded examples from the test set that are not detected by any of the...
the detection modules of CSpell. As results, 409 and 574 examples are chosen from the training set and the test set, respectively.

4.2. Implementation

The implementation of the language model of CIM is based on the BART implementation of Hugging Face’s Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020). The encoder part is same as BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) and initialized with BlueBERT (Peng et al., 2019), a clinical version of BERT. We use the same number of Transformer decoder layers as the encoder. We denote the model with BlueBERT-Large (24-layer) as CIM-Large and the model with BlueBERT-Base (12-layer) as CIM-Base. As a result, CIM-Base and CIM-Large have 132M and 403M parameters, respectively.

The reference dictionary is built by combining an English dictionary DWYL (2020) and a medical lexicon, the LRWD and prevariants tables of Unified Medical Language System (UMLS). The dictionary is used to select a valid word during the training of the language model and to restrict the possible beam candidates during the decoding. For computational efficiency, a Trie, or a prefix tree, is built to get the possible beam candidates.

4.3. Training and Evaluation

We trained the language model of CIM on the clinical notes of the MIMIC-III dataset. Both CIM-Base and CIM-Large are trained for 500k iterations with batch size 256 on 4x NVIDIA A100 GPU 40GB. We follow the optimizer and learning rate schedule of BERT, except we reduced the learning rate of the encoder since the encoder is initialized with BlueBERT while the decoder is randomly initialized. Hyper-parameter search is performed over various values of $C$, $n$, and the training steps to maximize the correction accuracy on the CSpell training set. The beam width is fixed to $B=30$ during the tuning for faster search. Please refer to Appendix B for further details.

5. Results and Analysis

In this section, we report the results of CIM on the two real datasets of clinical misspelling, and perform additional analyses on CIM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Acc(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fivez et al. (2017)</td>
<td>92.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIM-Base ($B=30$)</td>
<td>95.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIM-Base ($B=300$)</td>
<td>95.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIM-Large ($B=30$)</td>
<td>95.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIM-Large ($B=300$)</td>
<td>96.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Accuracy results for the MIMIC-III misspelling datasets ($B$ is the width of beam search).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Acc(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lu et al. (2019)</td>
<td>54.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIM-Base ($B=30$)</td>
<td>67.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIM-Base ($B=300$)</td>
<td>69.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIM-Large ($B=30$)</td>
<td>65.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIM-Large ($B=300$)</td>
<td>67.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Accuracy results for the CSPELL test set ($B$ is the width of beam search).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyper-param</th>
<th>Models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Early stopping</td>
<td>475k steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Hyper-parameters of CIM tuned on CSPELL training dataset.

5.1. Results on Clinical Misspelling Datasets

We report our results and those of baselines for the two real misspelling datasets in Table 1 and Table 2. The hyper-parameters chosen for Beam search decoding are shown in Table 3. For both of the datasets, our method outperforms the dataset baselines by large margin.

In all settings, the accuracy increases as the beam width increases. One interesting observation is that CIM-Large performs better than CIM-Base on the MIMIC-III dataset but worse on the CSPELL dataset. We think that this is because CIM-Large overfits the word distribution of the MIMIC-III notes, which is different from the health consumer questions.

Figure 3 shows some beam search examples of CIM. The candidates are generated and ranked by their
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Figure 3: Beam search decoding examples. For each example, we display the top 10 beam candidates. The column next to the candidate (Score) shows the final beam score for each candidate.

(a) MIMIC-III example (success) (b) CSpell Test example (success) (c) CSpell Test example (failure)

scores (Score) consisting of the language model score (LM) and corruption model score (ED). Figure 3(b) shows an easy case where both modules give the highest scores to the correct word. In a more challenging example such as Figure 3(a), there is a candidate word (“noised”) that has a higher corruption model score than the correct word (“noted”), but the language model gives a much higher score to the correct word. Figure 3(c) shows a failure case of CIM, where the language model gave a low score to the correct word. See Appendix E for more decoding results.

5.2. Analysis

Ablation Study of Model Components To see the effect of each component of our misspelling correction model, we conducted an ablation study of the corruption model and the reference dictionary. For each configuration, the hyper-parameters are tuned independently, and the evaluation was performed with the beam width $B = 300$.

The first four rows of Table 4 shows the results of the ablation study. The most noticeable result is that the corruption model contributes significantly to the model’s performance. This is predictable because, with only the language model, the output would be any word that fits into the context, regardless of the misspelled word. Another observation is that dictionary matching contributes to the model only when both the language model and the corruption model are used. This is because the reference dictionary is unnecessary for the “LM only” setting since the language model is trained to produce dictionary words. However, when combined with the corruption model, the chance to output non-dictionary words increases, so the reference dictionary helps our model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method \ Dataset</th>
<th>MIMIC-III</th>
<th>CSpell Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM only</td>
<td>37.57</td>
<td>37.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM + Dict</td>
<td>37.57</td>
<td>37.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM + ED</td>
<td>93.24</td>
<td>92.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM + ED + Dict</td>
<td>95.99</td>
<td>96.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsupervised</td>
<td>95.07</td>
<td>95.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Accuracy results of ablation study and unsupervised setting. LM: language model, ED: corruption model, Dict: dictionary matching, Unsupervised: tuning on the synthetic dataset ($B=300$)

Table 5: Accuracy results on the CSpell test set with different values of $C$ and $n$ (CIM-Base with $B=30$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$C \setminus n$</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>$\infty$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>64.29</td>
<td>64.63</td>
<td>63.94</td>
<td>61.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>66.03</td>
<td><strong>67.07</strong></td>
<td>66.20</td>
<td>63.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>56.97</td>
<td>58.01</td>
<td>57.32</td>
<td>52.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>46.34</td>
<td>49.83</td>
<td>48.78</td>
<td>44.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effect of Hyper-parameters To see the effects of the hyper-parameters, we evaluate our model with various values of $C$ and $n$. Table 5 shows the results of CIM-Base on the CSpell test set with various $C$ and $n$. We choose $B = 30$ for the beam search. We can see that the best accuracy is achieved when the hyper-parameters are tuned to the CSpell train set ($C = 5.0$ and $n = 1$), which suggests the CSpell test distribution align with the train set. Also, the
accuracy decreases as the values of $C$ and $n$ move away from their optimal values. This is predictable since these hyper-parameters balances the model's preference for different candidates. In other words, increasing $C$ makes the model prefer candidates similar to the misspelled word, and decreasing it makes the model prefer candidates fitting the context better.

Subgroup Analysis by Semantic Types To see the effectiveness of CIM on different types of words, we computed the subgroup accuracy according to UMLS Semantic Type. We first chose three subtrees in the UMLS Semantic Type hierarchy for three subgroups of words, namely “substance”, “disease”, and “symptom”. Then, for each example, we query the correction word to UMLS for semantic types and include the example into a subgroup if any semantic types of the correction word fall into the subgroup. We also grouped examples that did not belong to any of the subgroups into “other” subgroup. Note that an example can belong to more than one subgroup. Please refer to Appendix C for further details.

Table 6 shows the results of the subgroup analysis. In all subgroups of both datasets, CIM consistently outperforms baselines. In the CSpell dataset, CIM performs better on “Disease” and “symptom” subgroups than others, and similarly in the MIMIC-III test set, CIM shows the best accuracy on “Symptom” subgroup and most significant improvement over baseline on “Disease” subgroup.

Results in Unsupervised Setting While we used a small set of real misspellings for the hyper-parameter search, we can tune the hyper-parameters even in an unsupervised setting with a synthetic dataset of misspellings. From the MIMIC-III clinical notes, we randomly choose words that are in our reference dictionary and corrupt them with random operations, which results in 10k examples of synthetic misspellings. To corrupt words, up to two operations of character addition, deletion, substitution, or transposition can be applied.

We performed the hyper-parameter search on this synthetic dataset, as we did with the CSpell training set. The last row of Table 4 shows the results, and the test accuracy under the fully unsupervised setting is comparable to the supervised setting. Please refer to Appendix D for the data generation method and the resulting hyper-parameters.

6. Conclusion

The main contribution of the paper is to present a well-formalized spelling correction method that combines a deep neural language model and the corruption model. Our experiments show that the method outperforms the baseline methods, including an off-the-shelf software. Although the main concern of the paper is healthcare text, our method can be applied to other areas with specialized lexicons or general misspelling correction. Two important directions for improvement are to develop an improved corruption model and to extend the model to deal with multiple-word spelling errors.
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Appendix A. Data Processing

This section describes the data pre-processing procedure of the two real datasets in Section 5 and the reproduction of the spelling correction methods suggested in the dataset papers.

MIMIC-III Misspelling Dataset The MIMIC-III misspelling dataset is the only misspelling dataset based on the MIMIC-III clinical notes. However, there are several issues regarding their pre-processing code\(^1\). The code is based on an older version, v1.3, of the MIMIC-III database and splits processes text by the lines in the \texttt{NOTEVENTS.csv} file, which leads to the risk to include the context from other notes in an example. After reviewed by a medical professional, we found that the correction labels of 30 examples are incorrect. We update these labels, some of which are multiple, and if an output is one of them, we marked it as correct. We will release our pre-processing code compatible with the latest version of the MIMIC-III database and revise the incorrect labels.

The baseline result in Table 2 is reproduced after running the word2vec training and hyper-parameter tuning. The numbers are not matched with Fivez et al. (2017) because of the revised labels and the randomness of the training and tuning.

CSpell Spelling Error Dataset The CSpell dataset contains various spelling errors: Grammatical, Misspelling, Punctuation, RealWord, ToMerge, and ToSplit. These spelling errors or their corrections can be multiple-word or contain non-alphabet characters or non-text entries, such as HTML entries. We only choose the examples in which the input word and the correction are single-word and alphabet-only.

As mentioned in the paper, CSpell software performs both detection and correction of spelling errors, and the input to the CSpell does not require the location of misspelled words. To find out which input word is detected, we use the output from the debug mode activated by the “--d” command-line flag. To make a fair comparison to our model, we excluded the CSpell test examples that the misspelled words are not detected by any of the detection modules of CSpell. Note that such filtering is not done on the CSpell training set to prevent our model from fitting to the CSpell’s selection bias. As result, 409 and 574 examples are chosen from the training set and the test set of 1050 and 1924 examples, respectively.

\(^1\) https://github.com/clips/clinspell

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyper-param</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Early stopping</td>
<td>{25000n : n = 1, ... , 20} steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>{2.0, 5.0, 10.0, 20.0}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n)</td>
<td>{0, 1, 2, 3, (\infty)}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: List of decoding hyper-parameters evaluated

The input texts of the CSpell dataset, consumer health questions, can contain multiple spelling errors, each of which constitutes an example. When we evaluate each misspelling, other misspellings in the same input text are corrected to clean the context and remove the interference of them. The output of CSpell software is evaluated only based on whether the typo words have been corrected properly, regardless of the other words.

Appendix B. Training, Tuning and Evaluation

This section describes the training procedure, the hyper-parameter search, and the final evaluation of our spelling correction method. Our character-level language model is based on the BART (Lewis et al., 2020) implementation of Hugging Face’s Transformer (Wolf et al., 2020). Both the Base and Large models are trained for 500k iterations on the MIMIC-III clinical notes with batch size 256. We trained the model on 4×NVIDIA A100 GPU 40GB. We follow the optimizer and the learning rate schedule same as the original BERT, except that the learning rate for the encoder part is reduced to one-tenth of the decoder since the encoder is finetuned from BlueBERT.

We tuned the hyper-parameters on the correction accuracy on the CSpell training set. Hyper-parameters of our method are only from the beam search decoding: the loss weight \(C\) and the number of characters ahead \(n\) in the corruption model. Also, for early stopping, we evaluated our method for every 25k steps of the training of the character-level language model. For the full model and each of the ablation studies, we did the grid search on all possible values of \(C\), \(n\), and training steps, summarized in Table 7. The selected hyper-parameter values are shown in the first eight columns of Table 8.

The time complexity of the beam search is proportional to the beam width \(B\). \(B = 30\) is chosen during the hyper-parameter tuning for faster search, and we
use $B \in \{30, 300\}$ when evaluating our method on the CSpell test set and the Clinspell set for better correction outputs.

Appendix C. Subgroup Analysis by UMLS Semantic Type

This section describes the grouping procedure of subgroup analysis by UMLS Semantic Types. We first choose three subtrees from the hierarchy of the UMLS Semantic Types with head nodes substance, Pathologic Function, and Finding. Each subtree becomes a subgroup of Semantic Types that represents a word category: “substance”, “disease”, and “symptom”. The Semantic Types of each subgroup are as follows:

- **Substance**: Substance, Pharmacologic Substance, Antibiotic, Biomedical or Dental Material, Biologically Active Substance, Hormone, Enzyme, Vitamin, Immunologic Factor, Receptor, Hazardous or Poisonous Substance, Organic Chemical, Amino Acid, Peptide, or Protein, Inorganic Chemical, Element, Ion, or Isotope, Body Substance, Food

- **Disease**: Pathologic Function, Disease or Syndrome, Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction, Neoplastic Process

- **Symptom**: Finding, Laboratory or Test Result, Sign or Symptom

Also, we made “other” subgroup for examples that do not belong any of three subgroups.

Then, we grouped examples into Subgroups with their correction words. Given an example, we retrieved CUIs (Concept Unique Identifiers) of its correction word and related Semantic Types by querying to UMLS API. If any of the example’s Semantic Types fall into a subgroup’s Semantic Types, then we put the example into the subgroup. Note that examples can belong to more than one subgroup since a word can have multiple UMLS Semantic Types. For example, a word “depression” fall into both “disease” and “symptom” subgroups.

Appendix D. Results in Unsupervised Setting

This section describes the procedure to generate the MIMIC-III synthetic misspelling dataset and the hyper-parameter tuning results on it.

Due to the limited amount of public dataset of clinical typo, we build a dataset of synthetically generated misspellings. From the MIMIC-III clinical notes, we randomly choose words that are in our reference dictionary and corrupt them with random operations. To corrupt words, up to two operations of character addition, deletion, substitution, or transposition can be applied. As a result, we generated 10k examples of misspellings. In the 10k examples of syntactically generated data, 10% are unchanged from the original word, 45% are modified with a single operation (insertion, deletion, or substitution), and 45% are modified with two operations. As a result, out of 8970 error examples, 3199 and 5771 are real and non-word errors, respectively.

We performed the hyper-parameter search on this synthetic dataset, as we did with the CSpell training set. Since it takes much computation to evaluate CIM on the synthetic dataset, we did not search for early stopping and choose the final language model. The grid search was performed on the other hyper-parameters, $C$ and $n$. The last two columns of Table 8 show the results.

---


3. We use the latest version of UMLS, which is 2021AA
Appendix E. Spelling Correction Example

Figure 4(a) to 5(d) show the beam search results of our spelling correction model on several examples of the CSpell test set. For each example, we display the top 10 beam candidates (out of 300) of our Base and Large model. Our model combines the language model score (LM) and the corruption model score (ED) and normalizes it to get the final beam score (Score).

For easy cases such as Figure 4(a) and 5(a), both the language model and the corruption model gives a high score to the correct output. For the typo of a complex terminology like Figure 4(b), there might be an incorrect word (“proctectomy”) that has a smaller edit distance than the correct word (“prostatectomy”), but the language model gives a high score to the correct word.

Also, we report some failure cases of our method. Figure 4(c) and 5(c) shows a failure case where the language model fails. In Figure 4(c), although both “having” and “facing” fit the context, the language model grants a much lower score to “facing”, which makes “having” be the top candidate by the Base model. In Figure 4(d), although the correct word “tightening” gets the higher LM score, the corruption model gives a lower score. This implies that the corruption model needs to be improved to give a higher score to the correct word in such cases.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base/475k/B300/ED1(1)</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>ED</th>
<th>Large/300k/B300/ED1(1)</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>ED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>prostatectomy</td>
<td>-1.1059</td>
<td>-0.0342</td>
<td>-1.0714</td>
<td>prostatectomy</td>
<td>-1.0157</td>
<td>-0.0342</td>
<td>-1.0714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perirectectomy</td>
<td>-1.0605</td>
<td>-0.6472</td>
<td>-0.8333</td>
<td>prostatectomy</td>
<td>-1.4605</td>
<td>-0.6472</td>
<td>-0.8333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prostatectomy</td>
<td>-2.2858</td>
<td>-0.3628</td>
<td>-1.9231</td>
<td>prostatectomy</td>
<td>-2.2858</td>
<td>-0.3628</td>
<td>-1.9231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prostatectomy</td>
<td>-2.2902</td>
<td>-0.6235</td>
<td>-1.6667</td>
<td>prostatectomy</td>
<td>-2.2912</td>
<td>-0.9275</td>
<td>-1.3636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prostatectomy</td>
<td>-2.3228</td>
<td>-0.4668</td>
<td>-1.8750</td>
<td>prostatectomy</td>
<td>-2.3228</td>
<td>-0.4668</td>
<td>-1.8750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prostatectomy</td>
<td>-2.3207</td>
<td>-0.2694</td>
<td>-2.0833</td>
<td>prostatectomy</td>
<td>-2.3207</td>
<td>-0.2694</td>
<td>-2.0833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prostatectomy</td>
<td>-2.3949</td>
<td>-0.8565</td>
<td>-1.5385</td>
<td>prostatectomy</td>
<td>-2.3949</td>
<td>-0.8565</td>
<td>-1.5385</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) A success example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base/475k/B300/ED1(1)</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>ED</th>
<th>Large/300k/B300/ED1(1)</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>ED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>symptoms</td>
<td>-1.2335</td>
<td>-0.1223</td>
<td>-1.1111</td>
<td>symptoms</td>
<td>-1.2335</td>
<td>-0.1223</td>
<td>-1.1111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>systems</td>
<td>-2.4693</td>
<td>-0.9693</td>
<td>-1.5000</td>
<td>systems</td>
<td>-2.4693</td>
<td>-0.9693</td>
<td>-1.5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syndromes</td>
<td>-2.4099</td>
<td>-1.2399</td>
<td>-1.2500</td>
<td>syndromes</td>
<td>-2.4099</td>
<td>-1.2399</td>
<td>-1.2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syndrome</td>
<td>-2.6580</td>
<td>-0.9913</td>
<td>-1.6667</td>
<td>syndrome</td>
<td>-2.6580</td>
<td>-0.9913</td>
<td>-1.6667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symptom</td>
<td>-2.6961</td>
<td>-0.3964</td>
<td>-2.7272</td>
<td>symptom</td>
<td>-2.6961</td>
<td>-0.3964</td>
<td>-2.7272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sensations</td>
<td>-2.7527</td>
<td>-0.8777</td>
<td>-1.8750</td>
<td>sensations</td>
<td>-2.7527</td>
<td>-0.8777</td>
<td>-1.8750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symptom’s</td>
<td>-2.7678</td>
<td>-1.2078</td>
<td>-1.5000</td>
<td>symptom’s</td>
<td>-2.7678</td>
<td>-1.2078</td>
<td>-1.5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syncopes</td>
<td>-2.8031</td>
<td>-0.9281</td>
<td>-1.8750</td>
<td>syncopes</td>
<td>-2.8031</td>
<td>-0.9281</td>
<td>-1.8750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symptomatics</td>
<td>-3.1481</td>
<td>-0.8404</td>
<td>-2.3077</td>
<td>symptomatics</td>
<td>-3.1481</td>
<td>-0.8404</td>
<td>-2.3077</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) A success example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base/475k/B300/ED1(2)</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>ED</th>
<th>Large/300k/B300/ED1(1)</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>ED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>having</td>
<td>-3.2793</td>
<td>-1.1364</td>
<td>-2.1429</td>
<td>facing</td>
<td>-2.8995</td>
<td>-2.1852</td>
<td>-0.7143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>facing</td>
<td>-3.0008</td>
<td>-0.9379</td>
<td>-2.1429</td>
<td>having</td>
<td>-3.0008</td>
<td>-0.9379</td>
<td>-2.1429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feeling</td>
<td>-3.2121</td>
<td>-1.3371</td>
<td>-1.8750</td>
<td>causing</td>
<td>-3.2121</td>
<td>-1.3371</td>
<td>-1.8750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>causing</td>
<td>-3.2722</td>
<td>-1.2722</td>
<td>-2.0000</td>
<td>receiving</td>
<td>-3.2722</td>
<td>-1.2722</td>
<td>-2.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feeling</td>
<td>-3.3920</td>
<td>-1.5157</td>
<td>-1.8750</td>
<td>feeling</td>
<td>-3.3920</td>
<td>-1.5157</td>
<td>-1.8750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finding</td>
<td>-3.3726</td>
<td>-1.2326</td>
<td>-1.2500</td>
<td>finding</td>
<td>-3.3726</td>
<td>-1.2326</td>
<td>-1.2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finding</td>
<td>-3.3795</td>
<td>-1.5045</td>
<td>-1.8750</td>
<td>finding</td>
<td>-3.3795</td>
<td>-1.5045</td>
<td>-1.8750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>-3.4825</td>
<td>-1.4825</td>
<td>-2.0000</td>
<td>happening</td>
<td>-3.4825</td>
<td>-1.4825</td>
<td>-2.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) A failure example of the language model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base/475k/B300/ED1(3)</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>ED</th>
<th>Large/300k/B300/ED1(2)</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>ED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lighting</td>
<td>-1.8186</td>
<td>-1.2631</td>
<td>-0.5556</td>
<td>lighting</td>
<td>-1.8186</td>
<td>-1.2631</td>
<td>-0.5556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>righting</td>
<td>-1.8317</td>
<td>-0.9226</td>
<td>-0.9091</td>
<td>righting</td>
<td>-1.8317</td>
<td>-0.9226</td>
<td>-0.9091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tightening</td>
<td>-1.9885</td>
<td>-1.4290</td>
<td>-0.5556</td>
<td>righting</td>
<td>-1.9885</td>
<td>-1.4290</td>
<td>-0.5556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lighting</td>
<td>-2.2743</td>
<td>-1.7188</td>
<td>-0.5556</td>
<td>lighting</td>
<td>-2.2743</td>
<td>-1.7188</td>
<td>-0.5556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>righting</td>
<td>-2.4226</td>
<td>-1.0589</td>
<td>-1.3636</td>
<td>righting</td>
<td>-2.4226</td>
<td>-1.0589</td>
<td>-1.3636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tightening</td>
<td>-2.4664</td>
<td>-1.3533</td>
<td>-1.1111</td>
<td>tightening</td>
<td>-2.4664</td>
<td>-1.3533</td>
<td>-1.1111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lighting</td>
<td>-2.5331</td>
<td>-1.9775</td>
<td>-0.5556</td>
<td>lighting</td>
<td>-2.5331</td>
<td>-1.9775</td>
<td>-0.5556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>righting</td>
<td>-2.5589</td>
<td>-1.0589</td>
<td>-1.5000</td>
<td>righting</td>
<td>-2.5589</td>
<td>-1.0589</td>
<td>-1.5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tightening</td>
<td>-2.6078</td>
<td>-1.2042</td>
<td>-1.3636</td>
<td>tightening</td>
<td>-2.6078</td>
<td>-1.2042</td>
<td>-1.3636</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) A failure example of the corruption model

Figure 4: Beam search decoding results for several examples of the CSpell test set. For each example, we display the top 10 beam candidates. The column next to the candidate (Score) shows the final beam score for each candidate.
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Figure 5: Beam search decoding results for several examples of the MIMIC-III misspelling dataset. For each example, we display the top 10 beam candidates. The column next to the candidate (Score) shows the final beam score for each candidate.

(a) A success example

## (b) A success example

## (c) A failure example of the language model

## (d) A failure example of both models

Context: "Consider cortisol stress test if he remains hypothermic and no infectious etiology is found; but will likely be an inerrate readings as patient is on methylprednisolone. warming blankets. on daptomycin and meropenem in case of bacterial sepsis, per ID team"